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MOD, .MID, .EXE and .XM formats. Power up your tracks with up to three Arpeggiators, six synthesizers and nine effects.
Discover a rich selection of different engines: oscillators, noise, filters, samplers, LFOs and effects such as phaser, chorus and
reverb. Presets can be imported and exported in text or via MIDI file format. The three user modes - SYNTH, SEQUENCER
and TUNE offer complete control. The eight-stage filter with waveform shaping and modulation is a waveform editor to its
core, and the SCRIPTER gives you complete control over your sounds - like never before. The Electra comes with multiple
solutions for MIDI and audio interfacing, including one high-quality audio interface, 3.5mm stereo plug-ins, MIDI in/out and
USB connectivity. Not only a synthesizer, but an innovative workstation and mastering environment for modern day electronic
music production. The Electra includes a full complement of Macro controls, giving you full control of the sound quality of
your workstation. The ARPEGGIO (Arp) can be modulated by the X X X X (Step) control. ARPEGGIO (X x X x X): Control
the 'Arp' section. Add modulations using the macro buttons at the top of the screen. Enable modulations by using the two
buttons on the bottom left. X X X X: Control the 'Step' section. Step can be modulated using the macro buttons at the top of the
screen. Enable modulations by using the two buttons on the bottom left. AND/OR: AND/OR. Provides the ability to control
more than one section using OR operations. LFO: LFO. Allows for LFOs to be modulated via the MOHAI control. GEN: GEN.
Allows for the control of the amplitude envelope. VCO2: VCO2. Adds two square waves that are cos and sin waves with two
different frequencies. EXP: EXP. Provides a signal that is raised or lowered in amplitude over time, this can be modulated by
the D1 control. DPAD: DPAD. Creates a saw-tooth waveform that is LFO modulated using the MOHAI control. MPX: MPX.
LFO modulation can also f3e1b3768c
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